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Cross-laminated timber (CLT) is well known as an interesting technical and economical product for modern wood structures. The
use of CLT for modern construction industry has become increasingly popular in particular for residential timber buildings.
Analyzing the CLT behavior in high thermal environment has attracted scholars’ attention. Thermal environment greatly inﬂuences the CLTproperties and load bearing capacity of CLT, and the investigation can form the basis for predicting the structural
response of such CLT-based structures. In the present work, the ﬁnite element method (FEM) is employed to analyze the thermal
inﬂuence on the deformation of CLT. Furthermore, several factors were taken into consideration, including board layer number,
hole conformation, and hole position, respectively. In order to determine the inﬂuence, several numerical models for diﬀerent
calculation were established. The calculation process was validated by comparing with published data. The performance is
quantiﬁed by demonstrating the temperature distribution and structural deformation.

1. Introduction
Wood possesses excellent mechanical and physical properties which is well known as an environmentally sustainable
building material with a pleasant appearance and, thus, is
particularly suitable for residential buildings, public buildings, and industrial buildings [1, 2]. In recent years, timber is
undergoing a revival and recapturing market shares from
other building materials, and its world market was witnessed
a considerable growth in the total production [3, 4].
The revival of timber is largely beneﬁcial from the development of the innovative laminar timber product crosslaminated timber (CLT). This timber product commonly
composed of an uncertain number of layers, each made of
boards placed side-by-side, which were arranged crosswise
to each other at an angle of 90° [5]. Comparing with the
traditional wood, CLT possesses a higher structural capacity,
which makes it suitable for walls, ﬂoor slabs, and roofs, and

is also a wood material which is suitable for large-scale and
high-rise building constructions [6]. CLT can be constructed
into large solid timber panels, and this allows the transfer of
high vertical loads and guarantees a high building stiﬀness
and robustness. Another advantage of CLT is an excellent
thermal insulation. There is a majority of researches investigating the ﬁre behavior of CLT panels. Eurocode gives a
simpliﬁed method for the calculation of the mechanical
resistance of timber beams and columns (reduced crosssectional model) [7]. Fragiacomo et al. studied the ﬁre resistance of CLT panels located out of the plane [8]. Klippel
et al. investigated the ﬁre safety of CLT, and the ﬁre design
has been done [9, 10]. Schmid et al. has modeled and tested
the ﬁre-exposed CLT, and they also proposed results from
ﬁre tests of beam strips cut from CLT with adequate side
protection in bending in order to achieve 1D heat transfer
[11–13]. Frangi et al. presented the experimental and numerical analyses of the ﬁre behavior of CLT panels, and they
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further compared the ﬁre behavior of CLT panels with
homogeneous timber panels [14, 15]. Experiment was
performed, and 3D ﬁnite element model was developed to
predict the ﬁre behavior of loaded CLT panels [16]. The
performance of CLT and hybrid structure was presented
[17, 18]. From numerous literature surveys, we can see that
the experimental test was expensive and random.
As the ﬁre tests of CLT are crucial to ensure the safety
standards in the timber buildings, the investigation on the
CLT behavior in high thermal environment has drawn our
attention. The experimental ﬁre tests were costly, and it is of
great importance to develop numerical models that can be
used to extend the few experimental results available to
diﬀerent conﬁgurations and diﬀerent load conditions. Researchers also presented the homogenization method to
build the CLT parameters, and results were compared with
the experiments to reveal the potential predictive capabilities
of the multiscale modeling for the analysis of wood material
[3, 19]. Researchers made eﬀorts to propose numerical
models, and they were implemented in existing software
[20–22]. The ﬁnite element method (FEM) was commonly
utilized to study the architectural engineering issues
[23–25].Takeda and Mehaﬀey have proposed a 2D computer
model for predicting heat transfer through uninsulated
wood-stud walls [26]. Franssen et al. employed ﬁnite element method to test the heat transfer of 3D beam [27]. A
high-order FEM for vibration analysis of CLT structures and
the suitable ranges for the stiﬀness parameters of the ﬁnite
elements which represent the junctions were identiﬁed [28].
Michele Betti et al. proposed a new test method to assess the
quality of face bonding in CLT [29]. The present literatures
were focused on analysis of the structural inﬂuence on the
CLT performance. And the literatures reveal that the FEM
was the most widely used method. As a result, we choose to
use FEM to analyze the behavior of the structure with change
in temperature.
As is known from all other timber products with
crosswise layering, CLT possesses a high dimensional stability in-plane. But, along thickness direction, swelling and
shrinking have to be considered equal to solid timber. This
work presented in this paper is concerned with numerical
simulations of CLT plates. We made the ﬁrst attempt to ﬁll
the gap in illustrating the static behavior of CLT plates
subject to thermal loads. The ﬁnite element method was
employed, and the inﬂuence of board layer number, hole
dimension, hole conformation, and hole position on the
CLT structural performance was taken into account. The
inﬂuence was quantiﬁed by demonstrating the temperature
distribution and structural deformation of CLT structure.
Several numerical examples were established to investigate
these inﬂuences.

2. Finite Element Method
The geometric equations of a CLT structure are basically
listed below:
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εx � −E−1
x σ x − μxz σ z − μxy σ y ,
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Gxy

(1)

where εx , εy , and εz represent the strain components in the x,
y, and z directions; Ex , Ey , and Ez represent the elastic
modulus in the x, y, and z directions; σ x , σ y , and σ z represent
the stress components in the x, y, and z directions; μxz , μyz ,
and μxy represent Poisson’s ratio and are expressed as
μxz � εz /εx , μyz � εz /εy , and μxy � εy /εx ; cyz , τ zx , and Gyx
represent the shear strain, shear stress, and shear modulus,
respectively.
The heat transfer for the CLT plate is assembled by the
partial diﬀerential equation:
−D∇T � Q,

(2)

where T represents the temperature, D represents the
thermal conductivity parameter matrix, and Q is heat ﬂux
matrix:
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where kxx(T), kyy(T), and kzz(T) represent the thermal
conductivities in the x, y, and z directions.
The thermal expansion coeﬃcient of wood parallel was
ranging from about 3.1 to 4.5 × 10−6 K−1. And the radial
thermal expansion αy and tangential thermal expansion αz
are the coeﬃcients approximated by the following equations,
where G0 is the speciﬁc gravity:
αy � 32.4G0 + 9.9 × 10− 6 K−1 ,
αz � 32.4G0 + 18.4 × 10− 6 K−1 .

(4)
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3. The FEM for Analyzing CLT under HighTemperature Environment
Themotion equations for the thermal structural coupling
analysis can be written as


Kuu Kut
0

u
F
  �  ,
T
Q
Ktt
iT

i

Kuu �  Bu [C]Bt dΩ,
Ω

iT

i

Kut �  Bu [C][α]Bt dΩ,
Ω

Ktt � 

Ω

(5)

iT
i
Bt [ε]Bt dΩ,

F �  NT FdS,
S

Q �  NT QdS,
S

where K, u, and T represent the stiﬀness, displacement, and
temperature matrix; F and Q represent the mechanical and
thermal load matrix; C, ε, and α denote the elastic, conductivity, and thermal expansion coeﬃcients matrix.
The FEM in calculating the CLT in thermal environment
was veriﬁed with a comparison with research [30]. A ﬁve
layer CLT plate was analyzed, and the thickness direction
temperature distribution at point A (x � 218.75, y � 737.5)
was plotted (Figure 1).
The FEM result matched well with the reference result.
The relative error is around 5%, and the maximum relative
error does not exceed 15%.

4. Numerical Examples
In this section, we established several numerical examples to
investigate the static characteristics of CLT. The numerical
examples are all on the basic of a rectangle plate, the basic
conﬁguration of the CLT plate is shown in Figure 2. The
radiata pine was applied for analysis, and the parameters are
listed in Table 1. The thermal boundary condition is given in
Figure 2, the ambient temperature is 0°C, and the corner of
the plate was ﬁxed (ux � uy � uz � 0, at points A, B, D, and H).
We take into account of the impact of several factors on the
performance of the CLT. The board layer number inﬂuence,
hole conformation inﬂuences, and hole position inﬂuence
were analyzed by demonstrating the temperature distribution in layer at depth positions h � 40 mm, 80 mm, 120 mm,
and 160 mm, and the contour plots of plate deformation in x,
y, and z coordinate directions. Furthermore, the x-, y-, and zdirection displacements were also given along the plate
borderlines AB and BD, also along the thickness directions
BC, FG, and DE.
4.1. CLT Board Layer Inﬂuence. The correctness of the FEM
in calculating the CLT deformation under high-temperature
environment was validated previously. Then, we illustrated
the board layer eﬀects on the CLT behavior, three kinds of

CLT were analyzed, and they were composed of 3 board
layers, 5 board layers, and 7 board layers (Figure 3). In
Figure 4, the temperature distribution of layers at depth
position h � 40 mm, 80 mm, 120 mm, and 160 mm was
demonstrated. In Figure 5, the contour plots of plate deformation in x, y, and z coordinate directions are given. The
displacement along the CLT plate borderlines (AB line ux,
BD line uy, and BD line uz) and the displacement along the
thickness direction (BC line ux, DE line uy, FG line uz) are
demonstrated in Figures 6 and 7.
From Figure 4, we can see that 5 board layers have a
diﬀerent temperature distribution form from the other two
CLTplates. From Figures 5–7, eﬀect of the board layer on the
CLT behavior is shown. For ux displacement component, the
result increases with the increase in board layer. For uy and
uz displacement components, the result decreases with the
increase in board layer increase. Furthermore, the displacement distributions along plate borderlines and thickness reveal that the board layer plays a strong eﬀect on uz
displacement components than the other two. Hence, the uz
displacement component was more sensitive to the thermal
load, and then the load bearing capacity of CLT plates will be
inﬂuenced.
4.2. Hole Conformation Inﬂuence. A square hole was framed
in the centre of the 5-board layer rectangular plate. When
investigating the hole conformation inﬂuence on the CLT
static behavior, particular attention should be paid to ensure
that the results of the diﬀerent models remain comparable.
And the conformation and dimension coupling inﬂuence
were further investigated. Five kinds of square hole length
dimensions
were
developed
l � d � 177.2 mm,
l � d � 354.4 mm, l � d � 531.6 mm, l � 502.4 mm d � 250 mm,
and l � 420 mm d � 300 mm (Figure 8). The temperature
distribution and the contour plots of plate deformation were
given (Figures 9–14).
Figures 9 and 11 demonstrate the temperature distribution in diﬀerent conﬁgurations, from which we can get the
same conclusion that the temperature regularly changes
along radial direction. In Figures 10 and 12, the square hole
dimension eﬀects on the CLT deformation are shown, and it
brings a slight eﬀect on the deformation of the plate. In
Figures 13 and 14, we can see that the uz displacement
component is the most sensitive to the hole radius variation.
4.3. Hole Position Inﬂuence. The hole position also has an
inﬂuence on the CLT structural performance. When investigating the holes’ position inﬂuence on the CLT behavior, we constructed four CLT plate models. The concrete
structural forms and dimensions are shown in Figure 15.
Figures 16–19 demonstrate the temperature distribution and
the contour plots of plate deformation.
Figure 16 demonstrate the temperature distribution in
models, from which we can see the diﬀerence among these
models. In Figures 17–19, the hole position eﬀects on the
CLT deformation are shown. The hole position brings a
strong eﬀect on the deformation of the plate, and the eﬀect
was obviously shown in the displacement distribution.
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic diagram of the CLT plate in [30]. (b) Temperature distribution at point A and the relative error of the FEM.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a CLT plate.

Table 1: Material parameters of radiata pine.
Material

3

Density (g/cm ) Moisture content (%)
Ex (MPa)
Ez (MPa)
Ey (MPa) Gxy (MPa) Gxz (MPa) Gyz (MPa)
0.550
10
16272
1103
573
1172
676
66
Radiata pine
ax (K−1)
ay (K−1)
az (K−1) kxx (W/mK) kyy (W/mK) kzz (W/mK)
Μxy
Μxz
Μyz
4 × 10−6
27.7 × 10−6 36.2 × 10−6
0.35
0.16
0.16
0.42
0.51
0.68
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Figure 3: The CLT plate with three diﬀerent board layers. (a) 3-layer CLT plate. (b) 5-layer CLT plate. (c) 7-layer CLT plate.
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Figure 4: The temperature distribution of the CLT plate with various layer components at depth positions h � 40 mm, 80 mm, 120 mm, and
160 mm.
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(b)

Figure 5: Continued.
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Figure 5: The deformations of the CLT plate with various layer components in x, y, and z coordinate directions. (a) ux displacement; (b) uy
displacement; (c) uz displacement.
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Figure 6: The displacement distributions along the CLT plate borderlines. (a) ux displacement of AB line; (b) uy displacement of BD line;
(c) uz displacement of BD line.
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Figure 7: The displacement distributions along the CLT plate thickness direction. (a) ux displacement of BC line; (b) uy displacement of DE
line; (c) uz displacement of FG line.
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Figure 8: Continued.
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(e)

Figure 8: The CLT plate with ﬁve kinds of square hole dimension. (a) l � d � 77.2 mm; (b) l � d � 354.4 mm; (c) l � d � 531.6 mm;
(d) l � 502.4 mm, d � 250 mm; (e) l � 420 mm, d � 300 mm.
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Figure 9: The temperature distribution of the CLT plate with various central hole dimension at depth positions h � 40 mm, 80 mm, 120 mm,
and 160 mm.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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Figure 10: The deformations of the CLT plate with various central hole dimensions in x, y, and z coordinate directions. (a) ux displacement;
(b) uy displacement; (c) uz displacement.
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Figure 11: The temperature distribution of the CLT plate with two diﬀerent square hole dimensions at depth positions h � 40 mm, 80 mm,
120 mm, and 160 mm.
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Figure 12: The deformations of the CLT plate with two diﬀerent square hole dimensions in x, y, and z coordinate directions. (a) ux
displacement; (b) uy displacement; (c) uz displacement.
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Figure 13: The displacement distributions along the CLTplate borderlines. (a) ux displacement of AB line; (b) uy displacement of BD line; (c)
uz displacement of BD line.
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Figure 14: Continued.
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Figure 14: The displacement distributions along the CLT plate thickness direction. (a) ux displacement of BC line; (b) uy displacement of DE
line; (c) uz displacement of FG line.
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Figure 15: The CLT plate in four model compositions, the holes were located in diﬀerent central distances and forms. (a) Four round
holes in central distance k � 350 mm; (b) four round hole in central distance k � 500 mm; (c) four square hole in central distance
k � 350 mm; (d) four square hole in central distance k � 500 mm.
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Figure 16: The temperature distribution of the CLT plate in four model compositions at depth positions h � 40 mm, 80 mm, 120 mm, and
160 mm.
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Figure 17: The deformations of the CLT plate in four model compositions in x, y, and z coordinate directions. (a) ux displacement; (b) uy
displacement; (c) uz displacement.
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Figure 18: The displacement distributions along the CLT plate borderlines. (a) ux displacement of AB line; (b) uy displacement of BD line;
(c) uz displacement of BD line.
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Figure 19: The displacement distributions along the CLT plate thickness direction. (a) ux displacement of BC line; (b) uy displacement of DE
line; (c) uz displacement of FG line.
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5. Conclusions
This paper presented the CLT structural behavior in hightemperature environment via the well-known FEM. The
basic equations for the CLT material were given. The temperature distribution and the structural deformation were
demonstrated. Several numerical models were built for
analyzing diﬀerent impact factors. A CLT plate was established to investigate the board layer number inﬂuence,
central hole dimension, conformation inﬂuences and hole
position inﬂuence.
We have compared the results with the reference paper,
and the great agreement veriﬁed the correctness of the FEM
calculation process. Board layer plays a signiﬁcant inﬂuence
on the performance of CLT plate. With the change of layer,
the temperature distributions of the plate and displacement
in all coordinate directions have changed dramatically. In
terms of other impact factors, from the contour plots of the
temperature and displacements, we can notice these factors
actually bring eﬀect on the CLT plate, but from the displacement distribution in all coordinate directions along the
borderline and thickness, these factors are not as obvious as
the number of plate layers. And the uz displacement component was more sensitive to the inﬂuence factors. The
investigation of CLT structures brings reference data for the
application of CLT material.
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